


















Welcome to the release and celebration of our new music


which can be heard at reverbnation.com/growwithlindseywhite 


and is also featured at lindseywhite.com

About Lindsey White: 

Called “groovy folk-rock” and 
showcased on stages all over 
Canada, the music of Lindsey White 
uses many instruments and one 
strong voice to craft performances 
with unmistakable passion and 
emotional depth.  Whether intimately 
on her own or filling the stage with 
her band, her live presence offers a 
playground of energetic 
musicianship and thoughtfully 
crafted lyrics. She throws similar 
passion into inspiration-based music 
sessions with creative people of all 
ages. This work landed her a 
nomination for a Winnipeg Arts 
Council “Making a Mark” award and 
a designation as one of the CBC 
Manitoba Future 40.

Tonight’s performers from G.R.O.W.: 

Guitar: Kenyon Davidson 
Bass: Erica O’Brien-Klewchuk, Benji Leibl 
Drums: Akiva Fishman, Kenyon Davidson 
Other Percussion: Ryan Morwick, Adam 
Milne, Jacek Garbowicz, Ade Olorundare, 
Jordan Lazareck 
Keyboard: Rachel Nickel 
Singers: Erica O’Brien-Klewchuk, Kenyon 
Davidson, Akiva Fishman, Dusty Leipsic, 
Jacek Garbowicz, Benji Leibl, Ryan 
Morwick

Dancers: Erica O’Brien-Klewchuk, Ryan 
Morwick, Jordan Lazareck, Akiva 
Fishman, Benji Leibl, Jacek Garbowicz, 
Rachel Nickel, Adam Milne

With Hosts: Akiva Fishman, Kenyon 
Davidson and Erica O’Brien-Klewchuk

http://lindseywhite.com
http://lindseywhite.com





To Begin Again


Where do you go from here? I know where to go from here. Uncomfortable at first, but 
you get used to it and blend in. It can be a good thing, a positive challenge. But 
someday I’ll learn. To begin again - to begin again. What will the future be?  And what 
will it be for me? You never know where life can take you!  Show me around the world. It 
could be a good thing…  a positive challenge. But somehow I’ll learn.  To begin again - 
to begin again. Coming home can be so different. People and places you used to know 
have changed. But there is new life in it and new possibilities. To begin again!

Gravity

When friends spend time together, the good times keep rolling on and on. No one really 
knows… how to let go, when someone says something terrifying, when they don’t 
believe in you it is hurtful and it’s shocking and I need someone to talk to…
Deep breaths, then we take a walk and say how we’re feeling, but it seems like the world 
turns us over & I wonder if you’re listening. It’s easy to feel nervous when it comes to 
letting go and going home. It can be vulnerable to start again. Feelings pull just like 
gravity    And gravity pulls you in There’s more to all of us than others see, but if we can 
feel our way toward each other, we might not grow forever, but friends can last a lifetime. 
Sometimes, it feels like the world just doesn’t care but you just have to keep on trying. 
It’s easy to feel nervous when it comes to letting go and going home. It can be 
vulnerable to start again. Feeling the pull of gravity… gravity pulling you in. There’s more 
to all of us than others see, but if we can feel our way toward each other. we might not 
grow forever, but friends can last a lifetime. The time keeps rolling on and on. The time 
keeps rolling on and on ~ We’re gonna get somewhere. Leave the tough times far 
behind. Anything is possible. If you can go there in your mind.

Elevator to Nowhere 

Listening to the trees in the wind, the waves when they break on the shore. Watching 
the clouds move, feeling the soft sand, sun tanning & swimming. Outside the mall, 
hearing the rain fall but I’m too tall to play ball. Pizza, apples & honey, taste like money, 
so don’t be funny, or you’ll turn into a bunny. We all like dogs & cats, it doesn’t matter 
where it’s at. When you write about them in a song is when they all get along. On an 
Island there’s a guy named Ryan, he does a Hawaiian dance. Ryan got busted because 
he’s not trusted & his moves were rusted But Ryan is so smart, that he shops at K mart 
- he goes for a tart but instead he finds a dart. We all like dogs & cats, it doesn’t matter 
where it’s at - when you write about them in a song is when they all get along. Ade is not 
sad-dy (or mad-dy). Dusty he’s not rusty. Jordan, he’s the warden & his name isn’t 
Gordon. Ryan is tryin’. And Akiva (you better Believe-a) is gonna Achieve-a. Allie - her 
name’s not Sally. Erica has been to America. Rachel is grateful (& has never been 
hateful). Adam is not a madam. Lindsey is not flimsy. Kenyon rocks like an engine. Benji 
lets everyone mention me. Jacek watched Jurassic Park & got a spark!

G.R.   . W.                   BIG 
OR GO HOME!  

 
( LYR ICS  FOR  SONGS  ON  “WHERE  TO  GROW FROM HERE” )


